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ElonMusk,
Being 'a legal rolemodel for the Evolution of Social Intelligence in Justice for All of Us',
I ask you to start a Medical Survey in your factories for
the Evolution of Male-Technology. Space-proof.
As you know 'Powers bigger than ourselves; Gods & Goddesses in Space'
use me as their Instrument for the resset of Mankind on Planet Earth'.
Perhaps its already too late:
'Mankind has called doom upon themselves,
by ingoring the buidling proces State of Law in the Best available Psychology /
Psychiatry'.
Its my Galaxy-duty to undo this Doom-impact...
I think 'that mankind is too reluctant to grow for Evolution of Mankind & Evolution of
Evolution'.

My Space-Intelligence told me:
'In 140 years time the mayority of Men on Earth will be infertile'. ( this is called: A
Space-quicky).
And,
'MEQuHI ...

the half-Human / half-Robot .... to arrive.....

'when we all live the life as we are suppose to live it'..
will be born on Earth in the year 3065,
thats if men take care of their own fertility'.
MEQuHi is the first 'normal Robot-Baby, born from the womb of a mother
the natural way in a maternity-room.
Hopefully 'reproduced in a romantic setting between man & woman'.

Elon,
I need you to start an official Medical Survey among the Male-personnel
working at your factories.
You - Earth & Space - need to know
'if working in the Evolution for Technology, Space-proof
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decreases the quality of the Male-sperm'.
Young men in the age of 16 - + need to be observed over a period of decades,
depending on their age.
Inline with a schedule made up for them, they must supply sperm every 2 years.
This sperm is examined and qualified as:
Good quality - Slow Sperm - Not active enough for reproduction.
The men only need to provide information about:
Their current medical condition.
The number of children they have + how many months it took them to make babies (the
health -condition of the women is not needed).
The Chemical agents they work with; at home & at work.
The Work-environment:
open aera / half-closed environment / closed environment / temperature workfloor /
type of clothes they wear.
Only this short list will provide in 'a view to kill' for the stability - decrease of the
quality of the sperm.
We all know that the quality of sperm deteriorates.
The key-question:
' Are we focussed on the right groups of men for determining / defining the fall-back
in Sperm-quality'?
Men working for you, are a trustworthy group of men,
who can be put into a schedule for a medical survey,
especially now they plan to build 'the Habitat for Mankind on Mars...', or so....
'The Medical world as we know it today, will undoubtedly continue all their surveys,
but they are not focussed on Space-travellers'.
The fact that some men 'only work with IQ & EQ in your factories',
is significant too.
I - 50% Space 50% Earth and being a woman of 53 year of age,
can feel the impact of Higher Powers on my body-soul-spirit.

I assume that men - who are 50% Space, too - can also feel Higher Powers influence their daily
life.
It starts with a new type of Space-travellers' Jetlag
= you don't get on a plane, but due to your own Thinking - & behavioral pattern
in Space ... your brain signals: 'You have Jetlag'.
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= Pilots in test-flights must have their own Extra Space-signs... which can influence the
Sperm-accelleration-levels.
= the Hologram-lifestyle is going to 'change something in the production-line for Sperm
inside the human body.
Please announce in the media, that you start with this medical-survey.

For reasons of national security the FBI receives this email too.
I will also publish it on the page Liefde voor Mijzelf; www.mequhi.com
-DesireeStokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061jk bloemendaal-nh
0238887862 Phonetap

InterimMinisterPresident NL, per18nov2016.

Geregeld / Organized via 100% corrupt & violent UNSGguterres.
UNSG per 1jan2018, organized via FBI & Embassies on Earth.

Rechtsgeldig bewijs op / Legally valid evidence on:
Op grond van het Folterverdrag heeft u de wettelijke plicht
om NL-parlement - Koning - Rechtspraak - Politie - Defensie Gemeente - Provincie te dwingen te stoppen met
organiseren van Moord op Burgers.

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/
https://www.republiek-nederland-18nov2016.com/
https://www.criminelerechters-criminal-judges.com/
http://www.nieuwswet-newslaw.org/
https://www.mequhi.com
afmelden: destokkel@republiek18nov2016.nl
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